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Fairy Oak: The Dark Enchantment
“There was an Era, a very ancient time, in which it is said that Light and Dark were as one.

A single power.
Who possessed it ruled the world for many thousands of  years, in peace and harmony,

orchestrating, with a perfect ear, day with night, cold with heat, the beautiful with the ugly,

rain with sunshine, without overlooking a single nuance.
The Earth was most beautiful.

The ancient ones would tell you that this was the Era of  the Beginning. The Beginning of  the end.
Because even then someone was already a traitor.

Without a precise reason, suddenly, he turned his back on harmony and equilibrium.

And without asking permission, he imposed night upon the day, rain upon the sunshine,
hate upon love, darkness upon light...”

In Fairy Oak the time of peace seems  destined to end, because the old Enemy has  returned to seek revenge 

and not only that.

The Lord of the Dark wants  to rule the world in the shadows  and to do this  he has  to destroy the other half 

of  magical power: the Light.

In the 2nd chapter of  the trilogy, the Enemy besieges Fairy Oak.

The defence of the village is entrusted to the Magicals, who in the past have already succeeded in driving the 

Enemy out, but he manages to infiltrate their ranks and the Ancient Alliance begins to waver.

Hope is  in the young hands of Heather and Lavender, the twin witches and a living symbol of the ancient 

alliance: Light and Dark in the same kin: “two sides of  a coin that should not exist”.

It is this bond that the Enemy tries to sever with his axe.

Like day and night, equal and opposite, Light and Dark are believed to be inseparable and both necessary, 

their incessant alternating keeps the worlds wheel in motion and allows life to regenerate itself.

To destroy this  all, the Terrible 21st must separate the twins, pit one against the other, break the Alliance, 

only in this way he will be able to win and you can bet he’ll do his worst to succeed. 

A long, dangerous  journey waits  then for the girls, deep into the labyrinth of their own powers, the one that 

creates and the other that destroys. A long journey deep inside their hearts and against all odds.  
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At the end of it, when eventually everything seems  lost and darkness  already cloaks  the valley, the twins 

understand their mission and by casting the most spectacular spell they save their world and people from the old 

Enemy. But they wont do all this by themselves!

Four elements will become their precious allies: friendship, trust, history and love.

Unfolds  like this, among countless  adventures  Telli’s  tale, the luminous fairy whose difficult task is  to protect 

the twin witches of  Fairy Oak.
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